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August 17, 2021 

Dear Colleagues and Friends,
 
It is my pleasure to welcome you to the Rhode Island Manufacturers Association’s 2021 Manufacturing 
Awards Dinner as we honor Hindley Manufacturing Company and Maxson Automatic Machinery. This year’s 
honorees have shown exceptional dedication to the growth and success of Rhode Island’s manufacturing 
community for over 100 years. 

History has shown just how adaptable and resilient the manufacturing industry can be in the face of a crisis. In 
the 1940s, manufacturers swiftly responded to the world’s need for wartime supplies. These companies transi-
tioned their production efforts away from the typical needs of everyday life and prioritized planes, ships, ammu-
nition and much more. In this process, the U.S managed to become one of the world’s top industrial giants. 

Over the last year, manufacturers played a key role in a much different battle: a worldwide pandemic. They once 
again shifted gears and answered a call to action: producing personal protective equipment on a major scale. 
Production lines were altered, resources were reallocated and the industrial workforce once again stepped 
up to the plate when the world needed them the most. It’s this kind of resourcefulness and collaboration that 
got the world back on its feet. New partnerships were made and our manufacturers created a united front for 
years to come.

Now more than ever, we need to take nights like this to come together and reflect upon the accomplishments 
and innovations of Rhode Island’s many talented manufacturers. On behalf of RIMA’s Board of Directors, we 
would like to thank you for attending today’s event and extend our sincerest appreciation to our sponsors and 
presenters for making this event possible.
 
Best Regards,

Craig Pickell
Bullard Abrasives
Chairman, Rhode Island Manufacturers Association
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RHODE ISLAND MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
ANNUAL AWARDS CEREMONY

August 17, 2021
Schedule of Celebratory Events

4:30 PM - 6:30PM
Networking, Cocktails and Yard Games

6:30 PM
Welcome & Introductions

6:40 PM - 7:40 PM
Dinner

7:40 PM - 9:00 PM
Presentations & Thank You:

Hindley Manufacturing Company 
History by Rudolph Hempe

Maxson Automatic Machinery 
History by Rudolph Hempe

SPECIAL THANK YOU TO THE FOLLOWING CONTRIBUTORS:

Rudolph Hempe

Steve Mason Photography, Providence, RI
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Thank You To Our Yearly Sponsors!
Presenting

Signature

Gold

Silver

Bronze

Thank You to Our Event Sponsors!
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Save the Date

Manufacturers and Congressional Summit
August 23, 2021

 7:30 AM-11:00 AM
Providence Marriott

1 Orms Street, Providence

Golf  Outing
September 13, 2021
11:30 AM-8:00 PM

Kirkbrae Country Club
197 Old River Rd, Lincoln RI

Back2Better RIMA B2B & Manufacturing 
Week Kick-off

October 5, 2021
11:00 AM- 8:00 PM

Crowne Plaza Warwick
801 Greenwich Avenue, Warwick RI

To register for an upcoming event go to https://rimanufacturers.com/events/category/rima/
or scan the QR code below:
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RTX.com

© 2020 Raytheon Company. All rights reserved.

The fastest path to
fleet defense
With an industry-leading team of 125+ suppliers 
and dedicated, automated facilities designed for 
increased capacity, we have the insight, innovation 
and infrastructure it takes to deliver the U.S. Navy’s 
SPY-6(V) radar — and enable the survivability and 
lethality of the surface fleet.  

20RMD036_SPY6_RIMA_v1.indd   120RMD036_SPY6_RIMA_v1.indd   1 8/17/20   3:58 PM8/17/20   3:58 PM
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Perfection at hand. Dedication to craft. A 138-year 
legacy of quality. Ours is a company as skilled in sewing 

leather by hand as it is in turning technology to the task. 
A company whose people take pride in bringing 

designs to life and transforming inspired notions into 
precision components. These hands are our heart and 

soul, the source of our craftsmanship and your 
satisfaction.

Discover us at www.hopeglobal.com

Worn.
PROUDLY. 

U.S.A. | MEXICO | CZECH REPUBLIC | CHINA | BRAZIL
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TEE OFF FOR

2021 NOW!

18 Holes of Golf at a Premier Private Club for 20 to 50 people
All food, beverage, golf arrangements, and event details
managed by the professional event planner

Micro Outing Services Include:

Pricing Plans Starting at $1,500

Murder Mystery Zoom Party 
Virtual Workshops 
Virtual Webinars
Clay Shooting Competition 
Virtual Conference
Traditional New England Clam Bake

We can also host other safe events during the pandemic: 

Dates are being reserved
quickly! 

Do not delay! 
Reserve your date today! 

* T h e  f i n a l  c o s t  o f  t h e  e v e n t  w i l l  b e  c o n t i n g e n t  o n  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  p l a y e r s ,  f o o d  a n d  b e v e r a g e
o p t i o n s ,  p u r c h a s e d  p r i z e s ,  S W A G  b a g  i t e m s ,  t a x e s  a n d  s e r v i c e  f e e s .  T h i s  i s  a n  a p p r o x i m a t e

c o s t  f o r  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  p e o p l e  p l a y i n g .  D a t e s  a r e  s u b j e c t  t o  a v a i l a b l i t y *

Scattegories
Family Feud
Pet Contests
Trivia
Scavenger Hunt
Golf Tournaments

Contact Us at 401-589-1321
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Your one stop resource 
for packaging, janitorial, and safety supplies

VENDOR MANAGED INVENTORY 
SPECIALISTS!

VENDOR MANAGED INVENTORY 
SPECIALISTS!

www.atlanticpaper.com
401-725-0950

customersrvc@atlanticpaper.com
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Aetna® is proud to support the RIMA Annual  
Manufacturing Awards Dinner. 

You got this 

©2021 Aetna Inc. 
2020292  

Aetna.com

Celebrating Over a Century of Celebrating Over a Century of 
Innovative & Dependable Heating, Innovative & Dependable Heating, 
Cooling, & Plumbing Solutions.Cooling, & Plumbing Solutions.

Proudly headquartered in Rhode Island!

This is 
getting 
real. 
Get real at revolution-wind.com

We are a proud 
sponsor of the Rhode 
Island Manufacturers 
Association
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Our Purpose is to Help Provide Access to

CLEAN, SAFE WATER
which is Essential to Life

Transforming the Language 
of Life into Vital Medicines
At Amgen, we believe that the answers to medicine’s
most pressing questions are written in the language of
our DNA. As pioneers in biotechnology, we use our deep
understanding of that language to create vital medicines
that address the unmet needs of patients fighting serious
illness – to dramatically improve their lives.
For more information about Amgen, our pioneering
science and our vital medicines, visit www.amgen.com.

Amgen is a proud sponsor of RIMA!
Rhode Island and Singapore Staff on the 

Manufacturing Floor. 

©2021 Amgen Inc. All rights reserved.
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2021 Award Reipients:
Hindley Manufacturing Company

• The company, Cumberland’s oldest, has its roots in the 
19th Century when the Hindley family arrived from 
England.

• James Hindley settled in Valley Falls and was working 
for a horseshoe firm when his son, Walter, one day saw 
a price list for cotter pins that were made in blacksmith 
shops.

• The Hindleys, together with a neighbor decided, they 
could devise a semi-automatic machine to make the 
pins and accomplishing that they started Hindley   
Manufacturing in 1897.

• Shortly after the turn of  the century, the Hindleys saw 
another manufacturing opportunity—indoor plumbing 
was becoming the rage and they started manufacturing 
the necessary hardware.

• Making small wire devices found in every household 
became their forte.

Est. 1897 in Cumberland, RI

• The Hindleys took various administrative positions 
in the company, including Charles Hindley, today’s 
president, who operates the company with his nephew, 
Scott, vice president.

• During World War II, the company made various 
parts for the war effort.

• Since then, the company has been able to adopt to the 
changes in the wire hardware business, reinventing 
itself  as the market changed.

S-hooks, screw hooks, eye bolts, U-bolts, hook bolts and j-bolts, all in different sizes and different materials—stainless steel, brass, copper, aluminum, bronze and 
monel among them.

Charles Hindley
 President, Hindley Manufacturing Company

The BeginningsThe Beginnings

A Family Business
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• In the 1950s, the company entered the bright 
wire business making such things as turnbuckles, 
but the process eventually became very labor 
intensive.

• The product line was deemed difficult when it 
came to competition—especially that which came 
from abroad.

• “So now we make things that are competitive,” 
says Charles, whose desk is adorned with a giant 
silver-plated cotter pin mounted like a trophy.

• Over the years the hardware business went 
through several changes.

• “At one time there were something like 8,900 
hardware distributors in the country—now there 
are only about 25 left,” says Charles.

As the market changed over and over again, 
Hindley Manufacturing had to change too

• From its small plant on John Street in Cumber-
land, it moved to an old textile mill dating from 
1910 on Havens Street.

• The mill made parachute cloth during World 
War II and when Hindley  Manufacturing moved 
in, recalls Charles, the floors were “beautifully 
polished—of  course that changed eventually with 
the installation of  oily machines.”

• At one time Hindley Manufacturing employed 
up to 150 workers but changes in the market, 
automation and other factors have resulted in 
a workforce of  about 60—many of  whom have 
worked there for decades.

Hindley Manufacturing has been able to adopt 
to the changes in the wire hardware business, 

reinventing itself as the market changed.

Hindley Manufacturing LakePearl Summer Outing, 1940s

• One large customer was Hasbro, the famous 
toy maker.

• In the 1980s Hindley became the first wire 
company in the country to acquire a CNC 
machine to make colorful wire for a popular 
toy.

• Another big customer was Amtrol which 
needed protective handles for the tops of  
refrigerant tanks. The order came to millions 
over the years.

• Currently much of  the company’s products 
are used by the electrical grid industry which 
is continually expanding and replacing 

      transmission lines.

With market changes, Hindley had to enter 
the computer age

The COVID-19 Impact
• In 2020, a mom and pop company in        

Vermont that makes rolling pins placed a 
four-figure order for a necessary part.

• Why? With the Covid-19 pandemic result-
ing in millions of  people being cooped up at 
home, home baking became a big activity. A 
run on baking supplies went big time nation-
wide and so too, the market for rolling pins.

• People staying more at home during the pan-
demic have turned into avid bird watchers and 
as a result, bird feeders are in high demand.

• One type of  bird feeder for hummingbirds 
requires a curved wire hanger to support a 
container for the sweetened water –and sure 
enough, Hindley makes thousands of  them.

An International Business
• Charles and Scott Hindley say their company 

sells to every of  the 50 states and also have a 
bevy of  customers in New Zealand, England 
and France

• Chances are there are a lot of  happy        
hummingbirds in those countries, thanks to 
Hindley Manufacturing.

Presentation by Rudolph Hempe
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2021 Award Reipients:
Maxson Automatic Machinery Co.

Est. 1912 in Westerly, RI

• For more than a century, the Maxson Auto-
matic Machinery Co., has used high quality 
innovation to address one of the most difficult 
manufacturing tasks—handling thin paper 
mechanically.

• Founded in 1912, the Westerly-based company 
developed a machine that helped eliminate a 
very dangerous and tedious manual process in 
the conversion of paper from huge webs to cut 
sheets.

• At the turn of the 20th Century, converting 
rolls of paper into sheets suitable for printing 
machines involved a machine that would cut 
the paper into sheets of different dimensions.

• Young boys and sometimes women were      
positioned at the end of the machine to catch 
the emerging sheets and lay them into stacks.

• Workers who did this manual work were called 
“lay boys” and the process was not only tedious 
but dangerous.

How it All Began

The Solution to a Dangerous Process

• It was Charles Maxson who came up with a 
design idea for a machine that could retrieve 
and stack paper sheets mechanically.

• Maxson possessed a technical knack but he 
was not a degree engineer. He also did not 
have manufacturing ability to produce his 
design, so he contracted with a machine tool 
shop in Erie, PA., to produce the machines 
that were subsequently dubbed “Erie Lay 
Boys.” 

1918 Erie Lay-Boy

Generations of Work

• Maxson brought in his son to help with the 
company but they needed a third person to go 
out and make sure the sheeter machines were 
installed properly.

• They hired Louis Matthews, also not an engi-
neer but a young person who had considerable 
mechanical knowledge.

• Today, the Maxson company’s president since 
1983 is Louis Matthews’ grandson, Joseph.

Joseph Matthews, President, Maxson Autmoatic Machinery

• “The company was not involved in actual 
manufacturing until the advent of World War 
II,” explains Joseph Matthews, noting that the 
company was forced into that move because 
so many machine shops were tasked with war 
production.
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A Workforce of Versatility

• Maxson started its own manufacturing shop in 
rented space on Granite Street, Westerly and the 
company’s workforce grew to about 30.

• Even today, the company, based in a huge modern 
plant near the Westerly Airport, has fewer than 50 
employees.

• But while the workforce is of  modest size, Maxson 
hires people who are versatile, explains Matthews.

• “We don’t pay people on how long they worked 
here. We pay people based on their competency 
obviously but also their flexibility 

• Matthews went on to explain that the company’s 
hiring concept is to maintain a team effort. “Ev-
eryone has to be flexible and be expected to do 
different things. It really is team orientated.”

Making the Machines

• Maxson’s machines are constructed and test run in 
the Westerly plant but are so large, they have to be 
disassembled in sections for shipping.

• They can be huge, stretching scores of  feet from 
one end where the webs of  paper are installed to 
the other end where the sheets emerge and are 
stacked. The electronics involved are complex.

• Mechanically the machines can last for decades—
the electronics are apt to have less life, says Joseph.

• A large machine can cost a half  million dollars and 
take almost six months to build from scratch.

• With the exception of  some parts such as bearings 
and motors, Maxson makes most of  the compo-
nents, using huge CNC milling and turning ma-
chines.

• For efficiency, the company makes multiple 
copies of  parts. . If  an order calls for one rota-
ry cutter, three rotary cutters are machined at 
the same time.

• This procedure is followed because there is a 
lot of  labor involved in just setting up a CNC 
milling machine—so you might as well make 
additional copies. The concept is scale of  econ-
omy, says Matthews.

Standing Out from the Competition
• Maxson’s machines are also big in the packaging 

industry where sheets of  paper of  various thick-
nesses are fed into printing presses to form every-
thing from shipping boxes to corn flake cartons.

• While Maxson has competitors overseas “what con-
tinues to separate us from the competition is that 
we tend to customize our equipment to the custom-
er’s needs,” says Matthews.

• “We have a reputation for trying to solve the 
unique problems of  a particular application and as 
a result of  that we found the plastics industry,” says 
Matthews. In that industry plastic pellets are fed 
into an extruder and what emerges is a ribbon of  
plastic that has to be cut before it cools too much. 

• At one time the emerging extruded plastic was cut 
into sheets with a drop shear—similar to a guillo-
tine. But using drop shears compromised the pro-
duction speed so Maxson developed a rotary knife 
that sped up plastic sheet production manyfold.

• That solution is testimony to the innovation that is 
a Maxson hallmark. And that hallmark is bolstered 
by the hiring of  talented people, says Matthews.

• Matthews is optimistic about the future. He noted 
the company is exploring diversified opportuni-
ties outside the industries that it has traditionally 
served and credits the Rhode Island Manufacturers 
Association with its diversification efforts for its 
members. His optimism is based on the quality the 
company has in its workforce.

• “We don’t hire people to let them go,” says Mat-
thews. “We hire them to be a success.”

Presentation by Rudolph Hempe
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